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Don’t be a holistDon’t be a holistDon t be a holistDon t be a holist
 Brains are organized in such a way that the specific Brains are organized in such a way that the specific 

tasks they perform are largely constrained to different 
sub-regionssub-regions



Investigation StrategyInvestigation StrategyInvestigation StrategyInvestigation Strategy
 Assumption Assumption 

 There exists a code that receives and sends out information

 Need research Need research
 Determining which code is used in information transmission 

between brain areasbetween brain areas

extract send

Processing a function



What can be the candidates?What can be the candidates?What can be the candidates?What can be the candidates?
 1 rate code 1. rate code

 information about the stimulus is contained in the firing 
rate of the neuron

 survived
 2. intermediate code (correlation coding)

 correlations between spikes, within a spike train may carry 
additional information above and beyond the simple timing 
of the spikesof the spikes

 Discarded
Any degree of correlation reduces the total entropy; thus,Any degree of correlation reduces the total entropy; thus, 

by Fisher's Information Theorem, correlations can only reduce 
information.
가치가없어서실험을많이안한다고합니다가치가없어서실험을많이안한다고합니다….



What can be the candidates?What can be the candidates?What can be the candidates?What can be the candidates?
 1 rate code 1. rate code

 information about the stimulus is contained in the firing 
rate of the neuron

 survived



What is rate code?What is rate code?What is rate code?What is rate code?
 1 rate code 1. rate code

 information about the stimulus is contained in the firing 
rate of the neuron

 Irregularity issue – total number of emitted spikes varies 
substantially from trial to trail, when the same stimulus is 
h t dlshown repeatedly
 1. neurons encode their information in relatively slowly 

changing rates and  irregularity in the spike trains reflect noise g g g y p
in the system

 2. irregularity is the code, the precise timing of every spike 
carries additional information about the inputcarries additional information about the input



What is rate code?What is rate code?What is rate code?What is rate code?
 1 rate code 1. rate code

 information about the stimulus is contained in the firing 
rate of the neuron

 Irregularity issue – total number of emitted spikes varies 
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carries additional information about the input

Inefficient
carries additional information about the input



What is rate code?What is rate code?What is rate code?What is rate code?
 1 rate code 1. rate code

 information about the stimulus is contained in the firing 
rate of the neuron

 Irregularity issue – total number of emitted spikes varies 
substantially from trial to trail, when the same stimulus is 
h t dlshown repeatedly
 1. neurons encode their information in relatively slowly 

changing rates and  irregularity in the spike trains reflect noise Inefficientg g g y p
in the system

 2. irregularity is the code, the precise timing of every spike 
carries additional information about the input

Inefficient
Attraction : every action in the briancarries additional information about the inputy

has purpose.



Irregular activity in rate codeIrregular activity in rate codeIrregular activity in rate codeIrregular activity in rate code
 Experiment to produce irregular activity Experiment to produce irregular activity

 Input: K large input, K inhibitory and K excitatory, K inhibitory 
and K excitatory and external input y p

 Result 
1) The network needs to receive an external input which is 

strongly magnified, together with a strong inhibitory network 
f db kfeedback

2) Tuned excitatory feedback, which can enhance modes of the 
feedforward input which are of relevance are neededfeedforward input which are of relevance, are needed

3) Coupling should be very sparse (coupling is especially 
pronounced before and during the period of synapse formation p g p y p
and initial establishment of neuronal circuits)



Does inefficiency matter?Does inefficiency matter?Does inefficiency matter?Does inefficiency matter?
 Many assumed that noisy neurons encode the firing rate Many assumed that noisy neurons encode the firing rate 

much less efficiently than neurons that fire more 
regularlyegu a y

 ResultResult 
 The signal in coded in a massively parallel way, the error in the 

reconstruction does depends only weakly on the irregularity of 
the firing of the neurons



SummarySummarySummarySummary
 Talked about sensory part of the cortex Talked about sensory part of the cortex
 Firing rate of neurons carry information about the 

sensory inputsensory input
 Neurons fire irregularly in the brain – react rapidly to 

changes in the stimulichanges in the stimuli
 Parallel transmission using many cells

P i i l t i t ith b ti Primary visual cortex experiment with above assumption 
has been studied – similar to those of simple cells in the 
primary visual cortexprimary visual cortex



ResultResultResultResult
 All the summary suggest that neurons communicate All the summary suggest that neurons communicate 

through a rate code.  (exist exceptions)
 Not suitable for auditory signals Not suitable for auditory signals
 Need theoretical insights 



Thank you for listeningThank you for listening


